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“FEELING PIRATE” AS MEDIA AFFECT
IN MEXICAN AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

Juan Llamas-Rodriguez

Bellaire Boulevard runs east to west in the Houston southwestern neighbor-
hood known as Sharpstown. During the 20-minute ride between Interstate 69
and State Highway 6, Bellaire offers a tour of the neighborhood’s demo-
graphic changes and geographical shifts. Down this “river of concrete,” as one
commentator has called it, its rundown 1980s apartments and refurbished
mid-century houses stand as markers of the historical influx and retreat of
African Americans, the increasingly higher Latino population, and the recently
notable Asian American presence (Lomax). At the intersection of Bellaire and
I-69 looms the shopping mall PlazAmericas, formerly known as Sharpstown
Center, and the boulevard cuts through the heart of one of Houston’s two
Chinatowns (Figure 6.1). It comes as no surprise then that Bellaire has been
called “a world market of a street” and “a bazaar where Mexicans, Anglos,
Salvadorans, African Americans, Hondurans, stoners, Vietnamese, Chinese,
Koreans and Thais go to shop and eat” (Lomax).

Further west down this eight-mile slice of Houston suburbia is Super Video
Latino, a video store lodged between a hair salon and a taqueria in an ostensibly
Latina-oriented strip mall. Although the video store’s name alludes to a wide
Latin American clientele, its sign implicitly references the Mexican flag, with each
of the words in the title in green, white, and red. The store’s outside façade is
made up of glass panes plastered with posters of various sizes, advertising films,
electronics, and different plans for international calling. Also advertised on the
glass panes are the other services that the store offers besides video: sale of music
equipment, cell-phone airtime, and international calling cards; rental of folding
chairs; and a faxing service.

Inside, Super Video Latino’s video selection is set up on two shelves running
down the center of the store, along with the remaining part of the left wall. The
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center shelves include assorted Hollywood films, box sets of telenovelas, and
classic Mexican films, while the left wall holds contemporary Latin American
cinema, more classic Mexican films, DVDs on sale, and narcopelículas (narco
movies) in the upper side. Except for two handwritten letter-size sheets of
paper indicating which DVDs are on sale, there are no signs classifying the
films, so all of these categorizations are my own way of describing the
selection (Figure 6.2). That is not to say that these genres are not useful
forms of classifying and identifying viewer choices, but rather that these
choices present themselves in less standardized, more fluid forms. The DVD
boxes indicate that some of these titles used to be rental options now for
sale, suggesting that these films have been obtained through a variety of
means across a number of years.

The video store’s decorative pastiche and eclectic film selection reveal the
informal nature characteristic of the ethnic video store. Other scholars have
attended to the ethnic video store in regard to aesthetics of video or the con-
struction of diasporic and immigrant identities (Hilderbrand 27–32). In what
follows, I theorize these spaces broadly as “piratical” in order to foreground
how they blur the markers of distinction prevalent in standard media con-
sumption sites, and how that blurring of boundaries speaks to the mediated
constitution of the publics these spaces congregate. In short, this chapter theo-
rizes “feeling pirate” as an affective experience within the minoritarian experi-
ence of Mexicans in the United States. Building on scholarship about media
piracy and video spectatorship, it pursues this theorization from observations
gathered from multiple visits to sites of video consumption targeted towards
Mexican immigrants in the southwestern United States. “Feeling pirate” repre-
sents a form of worlding wherein the practices of media consumers diffract their
own status as members, or nonmembers, of the communities they inhabit.

FIGURE 6.1 Map of Houston demographics, and Sharpstown insert, based on 2010
census data

Source: University of Virginia, Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service.
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The following theorization of “feeling pirate” owes much to the work of
José Esteban Muñoz and his work on “feeling brown.” Muñoz argues for
whiteness as “a cultural logic which can be understood as an affective code
that positions itself as the law” (206). The structural privileges afforded to
whiteness also result in a particular form of affective register becoming nor-
mative. If this white affect becomes the norm, then minoritarian affects such
as that of Latina/os tend to be read as excessive and unruly, or more collo-
quially as “spicy” or “hot.” Muñoz is committed to rethinking the terms of
this cultural logic. “Rather than trying to run from this stereotype, Latino as
excess,” he argues, “it seems much more important to seize it and redirect it
in the service of a liberationist politics” (207). One way to redirect this ste-
reotype is to assume a brown affect as primary, rather than secondary to the
normative whiteness. Feeling brown retains its autonomy as affect and
becomes the ground for a rethinking of minoritarian experience.

“Feeling pirate” similarly redirects the normative effects of piracy towards a
more expansive way of conceptualizing minoritarian film consumption. Certain
Mexican American groups may feel pirate not only because of consumption
practices that are deemed tasteless or illegitimate but also because their social
standing remains precarious and constantly under scrutiny for its purported
“illegality.” Thinking through “feeling pirate” should remind us that categories

FIGURE 6.2 DVD selections of Super Video Latino
Source: Author.
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such as illegality or piracy exist relationally, reinforced by those structures invested
in regulating authorized and unauthorized forms of subjectivity and consumption.

Such relationality and constant reinforcement signal the importance of
accounting for performativity as intrinsic to the formation of an affective register
of the piratical. Performativity, as scholars like Judith Butler remind us, refers to
the fact that it is iterative practices, not essentialized nature, which bring forth an
identity (iv). Performativity thus allows for a rethinking of the so-called “immi-
grant experience.” At a time when mainstream discourse focuses primarily on
legal definitions and state-enforced demarcations of migration, the migrant
experience as an affective, mediated condition often remains overlooked.

This chapter theorizes “feeling pirate” by building on existing debates on the
suitability of piracy as a catch-all term for illegal, illicit, or otherwise unauthorized
media circulation and consumption practices. I argue that calls for doing away with
the term and proposed replacements are inadequate since these do not account for
the normative force that posits piracy as a biopolitical mode for controlling popula-
tions and their (media) consumption practices. Instead, throughout this chapter I
propose redirecting the connotations of media piracy in terms similar to Muñoz by
analyzing sites of informal media consumption across the city of Houston, in the
southwestern United States. Turning to these video-consumption sites, or video
stores, as instances where “feeling pirate” emerges should not imply that these places
are dedicated to the sale of bootleg or unauthorized copies of media content. In fact,
many places do not. However, it is the construction of media space, the social
dynamics of exclusion, and the subsequent affective attachments to particular media
objects that shape the register of the piratical. Ultimately, I argue that “feeling pirate”
evidences structures, dynamics, and affective attachments similar to being an immi-
grant at a time when citizenship and its legal rights are always precarious. This for-
mulation allows us to understand the day-to-day value and affective force, as well as
the liberatory potential, of piratical practices of media consumption.

“Piracy” Beyond Legal Definitions

The growth of scholarship about media piracy has been accompanied by a ter-
minological crisis. Departing from earlier attempts to nuance and problematize
the designation of “piracy,” more recent accounts tend to privilege alternative
terms to designate bootleg reproductions of commodities. It is not piratical but
informal, unauthorized, or illegitimate. Some of these terms hold clear stakes for
the scholarly project that deploys them, but doing away with the term “piracy”
does little to undo the social dynamics that designate certain media practices, and
their practitioners, as piratical. Considering a few of the more influential works in
this trend illustrates the traps of disavowing the term “piratical” altogether.

First is the influential work of Ramon Lobato and Julian Thomas in their book
The Informal Media Economy. The aim of this project is to re-energize the concept
of informal media economies as a way to wade through contemporary debates in
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media studies generally, and media economics and media industry studies speci-
fically. The authors shift the focus of these fields from formal economies and
industries towards their informal counterparts, centering instead on what has long
been their purported “other.” In their account, formal and informal economies
are two ends of a spectrum wherein most contemporary industrial formations fall
(Lobato and Thomas 21). The formal aspects of any formation may influence the
informal ones, and vice versa. They also introduce time as a variable for when
these different aspects may fluctuate between formality and informality. With
great success, Lobato and Thomas press their formal–informal model against key
topics in media studies, such as labor, space, and regulation, and from this friction
they come up with new questions and further avenues of research. For my pro-
ject I depart from and extend their definitional premise of informality. At its most
basic, informality for Lobato and Thomas has to do with degrees of sanctioning,
whether it is governmental or institutional (8). Although they note that inform-
ality can be extralegal, nonlegal, or illegal, their examples continuously tend
towards the illegal. The authors argue that informality is about uncertainty, and
that the power of this concept lies in inviting researchers to analyze purportedly
stable objects of knowledge from an uncertain point of view (Lobato and Thomas
12). I wish to develop this claim further and fully embrace the implication of
informality as conceptual and ontological uncertainty.

In addition to Lobato and Thomas’s project, scholars of piracy in the Global
South reframe the concept’s negative valences by focusing on the ways pirate
media practices are creative. First, piracy is creative in that it operates in the absence
of state-sponsored models for media development. A notable example of this is
Brian Larkin’s work on Hausa video networks in Nigeria. Larkin foregrounds how
the pirate infrastructures that brought unsanctioned copies of Indian and American
films to Nigerians laid the foundation for Nigerian video to circulate and expand to
its current size. Importantly, Larkin insists that these two networks of circulation—
of pirate copies and Nigerian original productions—are inseparable. Nigerian video
would not have been able to emerge without the preexisting pirate networks and,
despite the aforementioned attempts at formalizing this proto-industry, it continues
to exist because of pirate practices. The piratical genealogy of Nigerian video fur-
ther also bestows a certain legacy on the latter’s aesthetics of distorted images and
degraded sounds. Likewise, Ravi Sundaram uses the piratical as an overarching
trope for those practices that are not captured within the aims of late neoliberal
modernity (14). Practices such as electronics repair or homebrew solutions count as
piratical when official state-sanctioned businesses do not stand to profit from man-
ufactured obsolescence. Piracy, then, is creative in that it brings about infra-
structures and social relations where state or traditional business enterprises are
receding or absent.

Beyond this, piracy is also creative in its iterative, continuous dimensions. Both
Larkin and Sundaram emphasize this in their respective studies. For Larkin, pirate
infrastructures engender “repair as a cultural mode of existence for technology”
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(235). Absent any official controls over technological maintenance, pirate meth-
ods fill in the gaps and sustain the networks of production and distribution.
Sundaram similarly argues that Indian cities exist within a “rhythm of technolo-
gical irregularity” that requires “the ingenious search for solutions” (2). Piracy
remains outside the nation-state’s purview in these accounts; this state of exclu-
sion grants the piratical its potential for transformation.

“Feeling pirate” retains the critical focus on piracy as a relational process emergent
from institutions, media, and social practices, among other social agents. Retaining
the term “pirate” despite these definitional struggles has clear political stakes. In his
work, despite advocating for “feeling brown” as an aperture towards liberationist
politics, Muñoz remains aware of the power and influence of normative whiteness.
For him, rethinking the affective performativity of ethnicity becomes a maneuver
“akin to what [he has] described elsewhere as a disidentification with toxic char-
acterizations and stereotypes of U.S. Latinos.” Crucially, a disidentification is neither
an identification nor a counteridentification, but rather “it is a working on, with, and
against a form at a simultaneous moment” (Muñoz 207). Similar power dynamics
occur within both the scholarly study of piracy and within the everyday policing of
legality. Keeping the fraught connotations of piracy within “feeling pirate”
acknowledges the normative pull of this categorization while also continuously sta-
ging the ambiguity of its referents. In short, this affective register foregrounds inde-
terminacy as an operating logic within both ethnic video consumption and immigrant
everyday experience.

By reframing piracy as creative indeterminacy, this chapter proposes another
creative component of the piratical. It argues that the spaces of the piratical pos-
sess distinct affects emergent from their extra-official status, infrastructural design,
and social dynamics. In what follows, I illustrate the potential of informal spaces
to engender the experience of “feeling pirate” by undertaking situated explora-
tions of video stores in the southwest United States and comparing these to the
imaginary of piratical spaces in Mexico. Understanding the spatial logics of these
locales as piratical because of their affective potential, rather than their legal
standing, enables a rediscovery of the transnational linkages that shape everyday
sensations for communities perpetually on the brink of feeling left out.

The Spaces of the Piratical

Ethnic video stores have long been an index of media’s plurality within urban
contexts. For instance, a 1991 article in the Chicago Tribune titled “Video Stores as
Diverse as the City” surveyed the video store options in the city, and concluded
by marveling at how “[the city’s] enormous diversity of ethnic groups is reflected
not only in [its] restaurants and neighborhoods but in video as well” (Sulski).
Super Video Latino and other video stores considered here fall within this lineage
of video stores giving shape to ethnic experiences by virtue of their connections
to traditions from elsewhere.
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Across the city from Super Video Latino, over at the predominantly African
American and Latino community of Northside, MexVideo is a 14 x 6 ft. space
outside of a Fiesta supermarket, a chain of stores aimed at the Hispanic commu-
nities in Texas (Figure 6.3). Along with several other businesses, predominantly
food stands, the video store lines the front entrance to Fiesta, luring in customers
before or after they do their grocery shopping. MexVideo’s size only allows for
two small counters and a set of shelves inside the space, although some portable
shelves spill out on to the sidewalk. The cashier is on a small counter on the left,
and next to it stand the shelves containing narcopelículas. In addition to its selection
of DVDs, which is similar in variety to but smaller in quantity than that of Super
Video Latino, MexVideo also sells CDs, handbags, and perfumes. MexVideo’s
connection to the supermarket chain Fiesta further emphasizes the connections of
video consumption within everyday life. The purpose of this establishment is to
offer entertainment options to consumers exiting the grocery store. Far from the
regulatory institutions of media industries, and especially away from the digital
enclosures facilitated by Internet video consumption, MexVideo offers a variety
of video options absent the question of where these videos came from. In other
words, the logic of picking up a DVD from the video stand outside the super-
market emphasizes the indeterminacy of these videos’ provenance. For the

FIGURE 6.3 MexVideo is a video stand outside a Fiesta supermarket
Source: Author.
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consumers, this habitual form of media consumption falls in line with other
everyday practices. Choosing a movie from the shelves on the sidewalk is not
unlike choosing an avocado from the pile in the fruit and vegetable section.

In their design and decor, these video consumption sites in the southwestern
United States recall similar markets for bootleg goods across Latin America.
Consider, for instance, the “piratical space” of the neighborhood of Tepito in
Mexico City. The neighborhood is world-renowned for being the site where all
sorts of pirated consumer goods can be found within a six-block radius. In its
outdoor market stalls, Tepito provides access to goods and services, including
media, for those who are economically and politically excluded from other sectors
of the city. Historically, this place also represents the contentious battleground
between local police forces and underprivileged sectors of the city’s population.
The threat of raids and rumors of police extortion are rampant, leaving those who
live and work within this community in a constant state of precarity and insecurity
(Cross 125). Tepito is therefore always already a precarious place, alternatively
hampered by state repression and sustained by creative resilience. At the same time,
it is also a parasitical space stigmatized for encroaching on the purported legitimacy
of state-sanctioned spaces and ignored for its supposed exteriority to these spaces.

I posit Tepito as a point of reference for understanding piratical spaces because
of its privileged position within the Mexican imaginary for informal and illegal
consumption practices. Other piratical markets exist across Latin America, with
similar fraught relationships to the state and to authorized forms of media con-
sumption. Since the ethnic video stores discussed from Houston allude to a
Mexican heritage, the most famous pirate market in the country functions as a
point of connection, symbolically if not literally, for consumption of video and
other consumer-targeted media. Tepito serves as a blueprint of a piratical space
for a number of reasons. For one, it is the biggest, best known, and most centrally
located informal market in Mexico City. The stories and legacies attached to this
place lend it a privileged position in certain formulations of Mexican heritage,
particularly in relation to indigenous and lower-class populations. Famed writer
Carlos Monsivais characterized Tepito as an “unrivalled synthesis of [Mexican]
communities before they were massified” (qtd. in Sa 89). It also holds a privileged
position in the Mexican imaginary that signifies a space outside the norms and
logics of authorized media consumption. Crucial to the struggle over Tepito is
the use of public space in ways not sanctioned by state officials and urban plan-
ners, who would prefer to use the centrally located real estate for other profitable
redevelopments. These issues of location within the urban landscape are one
central aspect of the spatial dynamics of video stores such as Super Video Latino
and MexVideo: their place in the city influences not only the audiences that
attend these stores but also the disposition to consumption of such audiences.

Another key aspect is that of internal logistics of distribution since spaces of
media consumption are shaped by their architecture. As Daniel Herbert argues,
video stores exhibit an “architecture of classification”: shelves, aisles, and
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decorations serve as material markers about how media should be understood and
consumed (58). Spatial divisions, visual arrangements, and display sizes can all signal
importance and assign evaluation before the fact of media watching. Yet the archi-
tectures of places are not determining of the logics of spaces that emerge from these.
Herbert makes the point that the video consumer “writes” the video store through a
“rhetoric of walking,” which may be delimited but cannot be determined entirely by
the aisles and shelves of the store (69). These “rhetorics of walking” become a factor
both in the streets of Tepito, in the hallways of Super Video Latino, and along the
sidewalks of MexVideo. Absent the usual forms of film categorization, the patron of
these piratical spaces relies on their own sense of exploration, an embodied practice
that speaks to the habitual nature of this type of media consumption.

Upon entering Super Video Latino, one is immediately struck by the visual
overload of its decor: a glass counter showcasing various figurines and assorted
toys runs along the right and far side. Posters line the walls, leaving almost no
space uncovered. On the right corner from the entrance stands a clothes rack
with soccer team jerseys while three computer stations are set up on the left
(Figure 6.4). If the traditional video store was originally designed to replicate the
theatrical moviegoing experience (Greenberg 86–87), then the ethnic video store
is set to replicate the trope of the mercado (market)—its cacophony of visual

FIGURE 6.4 Inside Super Video Latino
Source: Author.
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stimuli, its intermingling of disparate artifacts of consumption, its unruly busyness.
It is among these informal affects that the experience of video consumption is
rearticulated: going to the video store is no longer about looking for specific
films, or even exclusively about the films, but about any number of different
things, among which cinema may play a varied and changing role. If the success
of video stores was tied to obfuscating the technology of reproduction by
emphasizing the film experience, then the continued relevance of ethnic video
stores is the obfuscation of cinema’s centrality for the habitus of media reception
within a larger identity-based sense of consumption. Rather than selling the
experience of cinema, the ethnic video store sells the experience of community,
and cinema plays just one facet of this experience.

The experience of such embodied explorations also serves as a point of connection
between these transnationally separated locales since embodied articulations remain a
central feature of the migrant experience. Sara Ahmed argues that migration involves
“reinhabiting the skin”: the different impressions that a new landscape provides, such
as air, smells, or sounds, accumulate like points or lines that create new textures on
the surface of the skin (4). The rhetorics of walking engendered by these piratical
media spaces may likewise create textures that recall similar experiences across
national borders. Immigrants acquiring movies at Super Video Latino or MexVideo
re-experience, even if subconsciously, the embodied sensations of buying films at
street markets in Mexico such as Tepito. That experience is available to all patrons
regardless of whether they have been to Tepito, because in some ways they have all
experienced spaces with a similar structure of feeling. “Feeling pirate” across these
sites of media consumption is not a subjectivity beholden to legal definitions, but
rather an affective relation that emerges from the structures of a place, the organiza-
tion of media contents, and the comportment of people therein.

Pirate Affects and the Immigrant Experience

The long history of disenfranchisement of Mexican American populations in the
southwest United States reveals the always already precarious conditions this
community inhabits. From state laws geared towards discriminating Mexicans, to
labor shortages during the Great Depression, to the militarized tactics of
“Operation Wetback,” the twentieth century marked a contentious push and pull
for Mexican migration into the United States. Mexicans in the southwest, like
other Latina/o groups across the United States, remain a social reservoir vulner-
able to the economic and political whims of the country’s dominant elites
(Amaya 18–19). The intensified immigrant deportation raids of 2018 and 2019
only reinforce this precarious status as Mexican American citizens have also
become victims of operations purportedly targeting alien immigrants (St. John
and Rubin). Legal definitions remain secondary to the lived realities of such
populations. Instead, everyday experiences dictate the always indeterminate status
that such populations have within the repressive apparatus of the state.
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Indeterminacy itself is a structuring component of identifying, conceptualizing,
and studying immigrant communities. Political scientist Nicholas DeGenova
argues that “undocumented migrants, as such, do not comprise an objectively or
intrinsically self-delimiting domain for anthropological study” (422). To con-
ceptualize the “undocumented migrant” in isolation is therefore to perpetrate “a
rather egregious kind of epistemic violence” on the social reality of everyday life
for those migrants. By constituting undocumented migrants (the people) as an
epistemological and ethnographic “object” of study, scholars unwittingly become
agents in the production of those migrants’ “illegality.” Crucial to DeGenova’s
critical intervention is the observation that “in everyday life, undocumented
migrants are invariably engaged in social relations with ‘legal’ migrants as well as
citizens, and they commonly live in quite intimate proximity to various categories
of ‘documented’ persons,” such as spouses, parents, coworkers, and neighbors
(422). Within everyday practices, an immigrant’s document status resonates less
because of legal definitions than because of the beats of social dynamics. The
framework of legality depends on clear-cut distinctions between those authorized
and those that are not, those in or out, but migrants’ daily lives are more com-
plicated than that. The 2018–2019 ICE raids serve a clear biopolitical purpose in
that they interrupt the harmonious flow of everyday life in order to execute a
clear-cut distinction between subjects “allowed” to exist in the state’s territory
and those that are not. The fact that unauthorized subjects regularly coexist with
authorized ones also implies that oftentimes the latter may be grouped together
with the former. Indeterminacy of state subjecthood is a structuring everyday
condition for immigrants.

DeGenova’s argument further illustrates the inadequacy of legal terminology to
account for the spatiality of lived experience. Citizenship is a technology of
power that can be mobilized to control populations in ways similar to the various
restrictions on media consumption. Like DeGenova’s move towards separating
“illegality” from the situated experiences of undocumented migrants, this theori-
zation of “feeling pirate” seeks to distinguish “piracy” as a legal term from the
everyday pirate affect of consuming media outside of corporate-state delimited
standards, regardless of whether these media are technically legal or not. Like
indeterminacy of state subjecthood plagues migrants’ everyday life, the inde-
terminacy of piratical media practices creates spaces and times where media con-
sumption exceeds the parameters of legal frameworks. The spaces explored in this
chapter suggest an indeterminacy of consumption, where legal and illegal goods
may be sold in tandem. Because of this, they are key sites to explore the notion
of “feeling pirate” as an aspect of subjecthood and media practices, in relation to
the construction of media space, urban redesign, and biopolitics.

Indeed, focusing on the case of spaces coded as Mexican American in Houston
reveals the issues arising from situated theorizing as well as the loaded complica-
tions when seeking alternatives to the Latina/o formulation in US media studies.
Undoubtedly, immigrants from other Latin American countries frequent
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establishments like Super Video Latino and MexVideo. These communities
would have different histories of immigration to the United States, and they may
be less familiar with the public imaginary of a place like Tepito. Yet the particular
here also gestures at the universal. The spaces of these video stores hold the
potential to instigate similar forms of “feeling pirate” by virtue of their informal
design and similar position within the urban landscape. Although the argument
put forth here draws from the specificity of a Mexican American social history
and imaginary, its conclusions reveal much about the structures and relations of
everyday consumption experiences writ large.

For example, the shopping complex PlazAmericas came about in 2009 when,
following the loss of its anchor businesses and declining sales, Sharpstown Mall
was forced to rebrand in order to capitalize on the changing demographics of
the area (Gonzales). Part of the mall’s renovation and community reorientation
included a newly built mercado, an 83,000 sq. ft. open space occupying one-
quarter of the second floor of the building populated by stands that sell clothes,
food, and electronics, among other things. Among these is Latin-Mex Video, a
6 x 4 ft. stand where only one attendant can stand, and there is no cashier.
Despite its size, the locale was remarkably similar to Super Video Latino and
MexVideo: it featured classical Mexican films, contemporary Latin/Spanish
films, DVD sets of telenovelas, recent Hollywood films, and narco films,
arranged haphazardly without any formal signage; and it sold other goods, such
as candy and tchotchkes, in addition to media. I first visited the stand in 2012.
When I went back in 2016, it was gone.

The fate of Latin-Mex Video illustrates the far too common failure of physical
retail spaces in the face of online shopping. Ephemerality increasingly shapes
media experiences given the disappearance of video stores and the rise of
streaming platforms that value algorithmic enclosures, limited licensing agree-
ments, and procedural generic categories. Ephemerality is also a component of
“feeling pirate.” Affect instigates forms of belonging shaped by spatial formations
and consumption habits. The mercado structure of PlazAmericas’s second floor
afforded this 6 x 4 ft. stand similar affective attachments as those described earlier
as tied to the imaginary of a piratical space. While that structure of feeling persists
within the space of this mercado, it may disappear as suddenly as the Latin-Mex
Video stand once did. If the experience of community fostered by video stores
depends on infrastructures, spatial dynamics, and social practices, then that
experience is subject to the contingency of every one of these elements.

In Cartographies of Diaspora, Avtar Brah suggests that diasporic space does not
merely emerge when migrant subjects arrive at a place, but rather becomes con-
stituted as these subjects’ bodies remain “out of place” (16). The piratical spaces
explored in this chapter represent one such instance where migrant subjects can
remain “out of place.” These spaces allow for the sense of “out of place”-ness to
be articulated with and embedded in everyday practices. The transnational
orientations fostered by ethnic video stores and their experiential similarities with
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piratical markets in Mexico are what “feeling pirate” attempts to capture and
foreground. It is a sense of being out of place by virtue of falling outside of
normative categories of belonging and hegemonic standards. Muñoz succinctly
reminds us that “the world is not ideologically neutral. The organization of things
has much to do with the way capital and different cultural logics of normativity
that represent capital’s interests give normative citizen-subjects advantageous dis-
tance” (209). Feeling pirate, therefore, is not only about how cultural logics that
favor certain citizen-subjects create its “other” (the pirate that remains outside the
bounds mandated by laws and mores) but also about how this “other” operates
with its own affective register.

The relational constitution between normative cultural logics and subject for-
mation requires understanding how the very terms of recognition will condition
in advance who counts as a subject and who does not. Questioning the norms that
dictate what is permissible—what is legal and illegal, piratical or not—should
guide the critique of normative structures. The stakes of “feeling pirate” lie in the
fact that, if compliance to the norms of recognition grant subjecthood, then
“non-compliance calls into question the viability of one’s life, the ontological
conditions of one’s persistence” (Butler iv). Feeling pirate is one structure of
feeling that emerges from the condition of indeterminacy where systems that
would delimit subjectification are tenuous and in flux.

Legal frameworks fail to capture the vicissitudes of everyday habits and embodied
subjectivities of those deemed piratical. In this regard, thinking through media
practices allows for a parallel construction of subjectivity through habit. Media in
these piratical spaces functions as a “public thing” that gathers a set of people
together, materially and symbolically, so that they may come to “see and
experience themselves—even if just momentarily—as a common in relation to a
commons, a collected if not a collective” (Honig 119). Ultimately, feeling pirate
allows us to recognize how media practices habituate forms of living, including
precarious ones, because it is through habit that particular migrant experiences
emerge. Indeterminacy of status within the policing mechanisms of the state and
industry remains tantamount to erasure or repression. Attending to media prac-
tices that persist despite such policing mechanisms reveals the uncontainable
creative reservoir that resides in piratical spaces.

Conclusion

This chapter seeks to recognize piratical practices by drawing attention to their
sites of consumption, particularly foregrounding how such a cinema is materi-
alized and experienced before the encounter with the film text. If for Barbara
Klinger the concept of “home film cultures” points to “the ideological and
institutional formations that exert pressure on how cinema is consumed in the
domestic space,” I hope that the pirate film cultures found in these video stores
will further push the boundaries of these formations, illustrating the repurposed
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forms of film categorization, the relation of cinema to emergent and residual
technologies, and “the vicissitudes of ordinary [film] viewing” and consumption
(12). Pirate film cultures represent an accented cinema in that its “accent” refers
to how the spaces of consumption undermine normative forms of film distribu-
tion and categorization in favor of uncertainty and affect. In doing so, they sug-
gest how exclusion from such normative forms can also become a structuring
component of the migrant experience.

This argument thus participates in a broader strategy of reclaiming lowbrow forms
of media and their reception practices as loci for understanding the social experiences
of disenfranchised populations. For instance, Adan Avalos reclaims the pejorative
“naco” cinema to make the case for how low-budget border cinema speaks to the
experiences and histories of working-class Mexican immigrants living in the United
States (Avalos 185). Part of “feeling pirate” could feed into the enjoyment of a
“naco” aesthetic as Avalos describes it, but in this chapter I have suggested that this
affect extends further back to the moment before media reception. Doing so reveals
how media consumption not only permeates everyday experiences but also remains
indicative of how certain populations navigate such experiences.

Affective belongings are historically contingent yet powerful connections for com-
munities with precarious standings. Understanding these attachments should comple-
ment our view of identitarian belonging as structured by institutions and governing
logics, such as law. Still, both identitarian and affective forms of belonging exist only
insofar as their conditions of possibility endure. Feeling pirate should not be read as a
utopic exile from all oppressive mechanisms of identity regulation. It is a respite from
the restrictive modes of being enabled by legal frameworks, but this affective experi-
ence does not undo those systems that regulate legal belonging. In offering a window
to a form of belonging otherwise, it unlocks the potential for such an undoing.

In conclusion, feeling pirate may be short-lived, may recur, may endure endlessly,
and may ebb and flow across a variety of sites. Like the migrant experience, feeling
pirate holds within itself the potential for its own dissolution, because the spaces,
structures, and practices that engender it may themselves morph or disappear alto-
gether. The transitory quality of affect and migration, though indicative of precarity,
also suggests both a sustained structural critique and a latent liberatory potential.
Things need not be like they are at the moment. Feeling pirate, learning to live and
thrive in a state of indeterminacy, lays bare the impoverishment of currently existing
norms of legality and exclusion and the urgent need for alternative norms to emerge.
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